Saving a life deserves
the best protection
Defib Store 2000/3000 series

The Defib Store 2000/3000 offer the ultimate AED cabinet with
premium features including plug and play heater, light and breather
drain. Made from high grade materials by a leading cabinet specialist.

Outdoor Defibrillator cabinet
Available in mild steel or stainless steel
Completely water and dust tight IP66
Vandal proof features
Marine grade Stainless Steel keypad lock
Thermostatically controlled heater
Permanently lit LED light
Breather drain
10 Year guarantee on 3000 Series
Made in the UK

www.defibstore.co.uk

Defib Store recognise the importance of a high-quality, secure cabinet to
store a public access defibrillator
Part of the CE-Tek group, a specialist enclosure manufacturer for over 30 years, Defib Store has utilised CE-Tek’s expertise to
develop a range of outdoor, robust defibrillator cabinets for all environments. Our industry leading range of weatherproof cabinets
ensure defibrillators can be secure and always accessible
The premium Defib Store 2000/3000 series is available in mild or stainless steel
Defib Store 2000/3000 features include:

Water and dust tight. IP66 rated to withstand even the harshest of
weather conditions
Plug and Play thermostatically controlled heater to ensure the AED is
always within it’s working temperature range
Marine grade stainless steel keypad lock; tested with salt spray
for 1,000 hours, ensures the lock remains fully functional in all
weather conditions
Permanently lit Plug and Play LED light indicating power to the cabinet.
Plus making maintenance checks quick and easy
Equipped with a breather drain to prevent condensation

Defib Store
2000 lle

Secure viewing window ensures AED status indicator is visible
externally at all times

Defib Store
2000 ule

AED hanger on back wall suitable for all defibrillators and carry cases
Available unlocked with a plastic winged handle and optional alarm*
Powder coated paint in high visibility yellow or green as standard.
Also available in any paint colour*
All Defib Store cabinets include printed graphics on high grade laminated
vinyl with the option to customise to include personalised logos/text as
required*
Cabinets are delivered fully assembled with UK plug, fixing kit,
installation and maintenance guide

Defib Store
3000 lle

Defib Store
3000 ule

2 year guarantee on mild steel cabinet, 10 year guarantee on stainless
steel cabinet
Available with class two electrics suitable for phone box installations
*

Cabinet External Dimensions: 500mm (H) x 400mm (W) x 250mm (D)

Small additional charge
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DFS5425LLE

Mild Steel

Yellow/Green

SS Keypad lock

Yes

IP66

Yes

Indoor/Outdoor

DFS5425ULE

Mild Steel

Yellow/Green

Plastic Wing Handle

Yes

IP66

Yes

Indoor/Outdoor

DFS5425LLE-SS

Stainless Steel

Yellow/Green

SS Keypad lock

Yes

IP66

Yes

Indoor/Outdoor

DFS5425ULE-SS

Stainless Steel

Yellow/Green

Plastic Wing Handle

Yes

IP66

Yes

Indoor/Outdoor

All Defib Store 2000 & 3000 models available without electrics (heating & lighting)
Please note Defibrillators installed within 5 miles from the coast should be installed in our stainless steel cabinets
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